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Rebels Keep Crown Covenant
In Scotland in 1666, fourteen-year-old Duncan learns the value of being true to his faith
while fighting against supporters of England's King Charles II, who oppress the
Covenanters--those who believe that only Jesus can be king of the church.
Rebels and Robbers is about the political economy of violence in post-colonial Angola.
This book provides the first comprehensive attempt at analyzing how the military and
non-military dynamics of more than four decades of conflict created the structural
violence that stubbornly defines Angolan society even in the absence of war. The book
clearly demonstrates that the end of the civil war has not ushered in positive peace.
The focus on structural violence enables the author to explore the continuities since
colonial times, especially in the ways race, class, ethnicity, and power have been used
by governing elites as mechanisms to oppress the powerless. Thus, although
corruption as structural violence manifesting itself so ubiquitously in Angola today may
have been taken to new levels after independence, its origin is unmistakably colonial.
Similarly, the zero-sum character of political interactions that defined colonial Angola is
yet to be fully exorcized. But there are also important discontinuities. The unabashed
propensity to capture public resources for personal aggrandizement is purely postcolonial. So is the tendency toward personal, unaccountable rule. Given its rich
endowments, the end of the civil war provides Angola with an opportunity to finally
realize its developmental potential. This will depend on whether the wealth resulting
from the exploration of natural resources is directed toward creating the conditions for
the citizens " realization of their aspirations for the good life thus ensuring sustainable
peace. This book will be valuable to academics, practitioners, and the general public
interested in gaining a deeper understanding of the political economy of violence in
Africa and, more specifically, the interplay between violence, wealth and power in
Angola.
Crown, Covenant and Cromwell is a groundbreaking military history of the Great Civil
War or rather the last Anglo-Scottish War as it was fought in Scotland and by Scottish
armies in England between 1639 and 1651. While the politics of the time are
necessarily touched upon, it is above all the story of those armies and the men who
marched in them under generals such as Alexander Leslie, the illiterate soldier of
fortune who became Earl of Leven, James Graham, Marquis of Montrose and of course
Oliver Cromwell, the fenland farmer and Lord Protector of England.Historians
sometimes seem to regard battles as rather too exciting to be a respectable field of
study, but determining just how that battle was won or lost is often just as important as
unraveling the underlying reasons why it came to be fought in the first place or the
consequences that followed. Here, Stuart Reid, one of Scotlands leading military
historians, brings the campaigns and battles of those far off unhappy times to life in a
fast-paced and authoritative narrative as never before.
A Novel on John Knox
Stand Fast in the Way of Truth
Charters and Other Documents A.D. 1175-1707
The Phenix
War in the Wasteland
Rebel's Keep
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A knife-edge adventure in the Highlands, in Guns of the Lion Gavin
Crookshank finds himself an unwilling conscript of King George II
military service. It is the story of a maturing faith emerging out of
conflicted loyalties in battles, within and without, wherein the
protagonist is forced to kill or be killed in bloody conflict during
the Jacobite Rebellion of 1745 in Scotland. Uncertain who is friend
and who is foe, Gavin must learn courage and duty, and how to pitch
his hopes on the God alone who makes wars to cease to the ends of the
earth.
In 1747, while canoeing with his Algonquin friend from Connecticut to
attend college in Elizabethtown, New Jersey, Ian reads the letters of
his Scottish cousin Gavin Crookshank and learns how he, though a
Lowlander and a Covenanter, became entangled in the 1745 Jacobite
rebellion from serving as a conscript on the battleship Lion to being
recruited as an English spy and finally, participating in the
definitive battle of Culloden.
In a country lost to history, where a kingdom seeks to exact total
power over its subjects, a young woman of peculiar vision is driven to
take a stand against her king after the deaths of her parents, and the
introduction of a powerful black magic capable of controlling the very
wills of the country's people. This young woman, a countess named
Hope, must raise an army from among those few in the kingdom who are
able to resist the black magic, a band of treacherous mercenaries from
beyond the nation's borders, and a monster who was thrice killed. But
victory will be hard won, and success will not come without great
cost. The king's duke, a ruthless man who will stop at nothing to
maintain order in the kingdom, commands an army which he will not
refrain from unleashing against any of the kingdom's subjects who defy
him. Through the crack of muskets, the turning of tables, and the
testing of virtue, A Contest with the Night tells a tale of hope,
love, and courage against security, cruelty, and complacency. It is a
story for all people, and a reminder that the freedom to live rightly
is worth any cost or conflict.
The Little Sparrows
The Civil Wars in Scotland, 1639–1651
A. D. 1175-1649
The Text Carefully Printed from the Most Correct Copies of the Present
Authorized Translation Including the Marginal Readings and Parallel
Texts with a Commentary and Critical Notes Designed as a Help to a
Better Understanding of the Sacred Writings
The Holy Bible Containing the Old and New Testaments: the Text Printed
from the Most Correct Copies of the Present Authorized Translation,
Including the Marginal Readings and Parallel Texts: Job to Malachi
Duncan's War

Fathers & Sons is a two-volume series containing 48 readings.
These books allow over a year of close fellowship between
father and son, with the goal of leading sons toward Christian
manhood. Taking serious issues seriously, yet promoting a
joyful life of enjoying the pleasures of God, these books show
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how, when a young man makes decisions about the direction
his life will take, the stakes are high.
Kearney, Cheyenne, Rawlins. Reno, Sacramento, San Francisco.
At each train station, a few lucky orphans from the crowded
streets of New York City receive the fulfillment of their dreams:
a home and family. This "orphan train" is the vision of Charles
Loring Brace, founder of the Children's Aid Society, who cannot
bear to see innocent children abandoned in the overpopulated
cities of the mid-nineteenth-century. Yet it is not just the
orphans whose lives need mending -- follow the train along and
watch God's hand restore love and laughter to the right family
at the right time!
In Scotland in 1679, sixteen-year-old Angus M'Kethe and his
family struggle to be true to their Covenanter faith as they face
physical and religious persecution at the hands of King Charles
II and his English and Highlander supporters.
The Holy Bible
From which Last-mentioned Epoch it is Continued Downwards
in the Work Entitled "The Parliamentary Debates"
Crown Duel
Guns of Thunder
A Christian Reference for Children's Literature
The Parliamentary History of England from the Earliest Period
to the Year 1803
Duncan and Angus, brothers in a Covenanter family in seventeenthcentury Scotland, come of age in the midst of physical and
spiritual battles.
As they translate the ancient script on recently unearthed Roman
tablets, fifteen-year-old British farm boy Neil and his Latin
teacher delve into the story of Rusticus, a centurion saved from
massacre by Caedmon, a Celt who has witnessed Christians
beingmartyred in Rome.
When a powerful demon, summoned by the secret society of
European witches known as the Covenant, tries to possess their
newborn infant, Proctor and Deborah, embarking on a desperate
journey to Europe to destroy the Covenant, uncover a dark,
necromantic design of epic proportions. Original.
A General History of England ...
The Thunder
Mr. Pipes and the British Hymn Makers
The Phenix: Or, a Revival of Scarce and Valuable Pieces from the
Remotest Antiquity Down to the Present Times
Rebels and Robbers
The Book Tree
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Knox's life is a furiously exciting tale from 16th century, corrupt Scotland. A wanted man
captured by the French and made a galley slave, becomes a thundering preacher in
Geneva, Frankfurt, and his beloved Scotland.
Crown and CovenantP & R Publishing
This novel is the second book in the Mr. Pipes series which provides teens with an
engaging study of the historical backgrounds of several hymns from the Reformation
era. Annie and Drew continue their adventures with Mr. Pipes as they retrace the steps
of some of the great hymn writers of the sixteenth century. Grades 7-10.
Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England
Charters and Other Documents Relating to the City of Glasgow
The Demon Redcoat
From the Norman Conquest, in 1066. To the Year, 1803. From which Last-mentioned
Epoch it is Continued Downwards in the Work Entitled, "Cobbett's Parliamentary
Debates" ...
The Memorial of the Presbyterians,
Violence in Post-colonial Angola
In Scotland in 1679, the beleagured Covenanters continue to endure religious persecution at
the hands of King Charles II, and Angus M'Kethe and his family begin to think of leaving
their country.
This first book in the series by Douglas Bond tells the story of two teens who, while on
vacation in England, are befriended by an elderly English gentlemen called Mr. Pipes.
Through this relationship they learn about famous British hymn writers. They also learn
about the value of traditional worship and praise.
Accused of murdering a prominent member of the Anglo-Saxon Mead Hall in eighth-century
England, a young misfit must clear his name--or face the vengeance of the community.
Mr. Pipes
A Contest with the Night
Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England: 1642-1660
King's Arrow
The Dragon Heir
The Phenix: Or, A Revival of Scarce and Valuable Pieces from the Remotest Antiquity Down
to the Present Times
"Stand Fast in the Way of Truth" is the first in a two-volume study designed to
teach men and boys to execute joyfully their God-ordained responsibilities as
fathers, sons, and leaders. Bond speaks directly and firmly to sons in terms of
God's expectations as they relate to His infinitely wise blueprint for manhood.
Once upon a time, a carpenter entered a forest and happened upon a wolf
wearing a feathered cap. Quick, whose side are you on? If you don't know, then
keep reading. Stories provide a roadmap for life. This is because stories are
life. But oftentimes it's easiest to understand where we are when we can look
through other eyesfrom the perspective of someone else, living somewhere
else, somewhen else.If you thought you knew The Book Tree, think again.
Jane and Elizabeth have updated this charming book with over 100 new book
reviews, and whimsical illustrations from recommended titles are scattered
throughout. New formatting and four indexes (title, author, illustrator, and
subject) make it easier than ever to browse for that next well-worn favorite.
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To fulfill their father's dying wish, teenage Countess Meliara and her brother
Branaric organize a revolution against a greedy king.
The Holy Bible Containing the Old and New Testaments
Containing the Old and New Testaments, the Text Carefully Printed from the
Most Correct Copies of the Present Authorized Translation, Including the
Marginal Readings and Parallel Texts. With a Commentary and Critical Notes
Designed as a Help to a Better Understanding of the Sacred Writings
From the Norman Conquest, in 1066, to the Year, 1803. From which Lastmentioned Epoch it is Continued Downwards in the Work Entitled: "Cobbett's
Parliamentary Debates".
Crown and Covenant
Being a Collection of Manuscripts and Printed Tracts, No where to be Found
But in the Closets of the Curious
Hostage Lands
The third thrilling installment of the Heir Chronicles series by New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Cinda Williams Chima. The covenant that was
meant to keep the wizard wars at bay has been stolen, and Trinity must prepare
for attack. Everyone is doing their part—Seph is monitoring the Weirwalls, Jack
and Ellen are training their ghostly army, even Anaweir Will and Fitch are setting
booby traps around the town's perimeter. But to Jason Haley it seems like
everyone wants to keep him out of the action. He may not be the most powerful
wizard in Trinity, but he's prepared to fight for his friends. Everything changes
when Jason finds a powerful talisman—a huge opal called the Dragonheart—buried
in a cave. The stone seems to sing to Jason's very soul, showing him that he is
meant for more than anyone knew. Moral compasses spin out of control as a final
battle storms through what was once a sanctuary for the gifted. With so much to
lose, what will the people of Trinity be willing to fight for—and what will they
sacrifice?
Fathers and Sons, Volume 1
Hand of Vengeance
A Collection of Manuscripts and Printed Tracts, No where to be Found But in the
Closets of the Curious
Crown, Covenant and Cromwell
Guns of the Lion
Fathers and Sons, Volume 2: Hold Fast in a Broken World
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